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Which tank for which liquid?
The  first letters of the tank name stand for the tank type and
the numbers following the letters indicate the
volume of liquid they can hold.
Eg MT series and KA series, standing or cigar
shaped round tanks from Rietberg.
Space saving quadratic tanks with Plastic inner
tank and light metal outer from Chemo.

Petrol: KA400, KA600, KA995
Diesel: KA995, Uni1000, KA2000(cigar shaped)

Waste Oil: MT900, KA995, MT2000
Coolant fluid: Uni750, Uni1000, KA2000(cigar shaped)

Screen washer fluid: MT900, KA995,
Break fluid: Set 220 (plastic tank)

Contaminated mixed liquids: MT900, KA995, MT2000

Rietberg tanks are certified for inside or outside use.
Chemo tanks must be kept under a roof!

What does Al – Alll mean?
A= Flamable liquid
Al = Flash point < 55° ( eg, Petrol, screen wash containing alcohol)
All = Flash Point 55-70°
Alll = Flash Point > 70° (eg, Oil, Diesel)

I n s i d e r -  K n o w  H o w

SEDA supplied products including fluid
storage tanks represent the very best in
performance and reliability.

Experience counts!

Only the highest quality tanks built
without compromise can guarantee
ultimate quality and certified safety. For
this reason SEDA chooses acclaimed
professionals as partner manufactures
who also set exacting demands in terms
of quality.

Why choose a SEDA supplied tank instead of a
cheaper alternative?

FSaftey at the highest level
Rietberg tanks are double walled, hot dip galvanised (inside and out).
Explosion blast proofed (A1 rated tanks only). Integrated leakage
indicator.

FThe right tank for the right situation
Each liquid has unique properties in terms of corrosiveness and
flammability. SEDA supplied tanks offer the right tank for each waste liquid
from 400 litres to 5000 litres.

FThe right accessories
Delivery includes air vent and fluid removal pipe as well as wide ranging
optional accessories such as hand pumps, electric pumps, volume
counters and fill level indicators.

F Certifications, declarations and standards
Liquid storage tanks supplied by SEDA have the right certification for the
intended liquid in the country they are to be used. Both Rietberg and Uni
Tanks are CE & TÜV approved.

FFits perfectly to SEDA stations.
By choosing a SEDA supplied storage tank you are assured that all the
necessary connections and adapters are delivered to enable them to be
connected to a SEDA drainage station. No hassles, no fuss.

SEDA-Fluid storage containers are strong!

      Certified safety
                   for every fluid!

Uni-TanksKA (standing)MT-Container


